Mediating Scholarly Impact through Book Reviews For author and publisher, the heavy labours of creating, vetting, and producing may be over once a scholarly book is released. Hidden to most readers, these processes are akin to the metamorphoses undergone by caterpillars in their cocoons. Once the lepidopteran emerges, a new set of challenges arises, and a new set of partners in the scholarly ecosystem rises to assist. The goal now is that the new release reach its intended audience: that the resplendent butterfly (or nocturnal moth) find its flowers. After all, only once a book has been read can its ideas take flight-and can impact on a field begin.
But how do members of an academic field learn about a potentially transformative addition to their literature? The essays collected in this special section address one such mechanism: the post-publication scholarly book review. In the 'book disciplines' within the humanities and social sciences, in particular, so many new titles are released in an annual 'tidal wave of print' that one is hard pressed to keep abreast of the relevant activity.
1 Book reviews mediate the noise, spotlighting titles of interest or promise. But who solicits them? Who writes them? Who reads them?
Who publishes them? Each voice in the following four essays highlights different motives, different expectations. Yet each contributor approaches the subject with generosity and optimism, not the cynicism and scepticism invoked, for example, by David Shatz, who derides the scholarly book review as a form of peer review that itself is exempt from being peer reviewed, therefore 'violat[ing] other canons of scholarly publishing. ' 2 Each contributor is aware of his place within the ecology of scholarly publishing, and each provides different perspectives and revelatory insights on the value of scholarly book reviews.
Book Reviews as Furthering the Mission of the University Press
Levi Stahl, of the University of Chicago Press, positions book reviews within the ambit of the marketing department of a university press. Soliciting scholarly reviews of a just-released book is one more task for the publisher to undertake-albeit one that began earlier, when the author was queried for a list of journals or other outlets that might be willing to arrange and publish a review of the finished work. Stahl explains how reviews of high-profile trade books are often published concurrently with the books themselves; but reviews of scholarly titles materialise much more slowly, appearing, when the publisher is lucky, within a year. By concluding that the key purpose of scholarly reviews is to drive usage of a scholarly work, Stahl connects scholarly book reviewing to the mission of the university press writ large: furthering the dissemination of knowledge.
Book Reviews as Educational Tools
Historian of religion Seth Perry, of Princeton University, captures a transitional perspective in his essay, reflecting on early stages of the faculty life course vis-à-vis book reviews. For Perry, writing reviews as a graduate student helped him write his way into a discourse community: he learned conventions, flexed critical muscles, found and refined a scholarly voice. Let Perry's positive experiences with the genre counterpoise writers who disparage book reviews as distractions or wastes of time.
3 Now an assistant professor, Perry consults book reviews as disciplinary triage: to determine what books to add to his course syllabi. Scholarly book reviews, in Perry's view, are therefore tools for learning (as a writer) and discerning (as a reader). With his first scholarly book just published, Perry awaits the next act-being reviewed-with anticipation, not dread.
Book Reviews as Intellectual Contributions
Trained in English and comparative literature, David Ross, of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, situates the lineage of scholarly reviewing within the 'large and disorderly field' of literary reviewing. 4 He presents the scholarly book review as criticism and, therefore, as harbouring the potential for scholarship in its own right. And he cleverly answers the question 'Why review?' the same way he would answer 'Why write?': to cheat entropy. Despite the ephemerality of reviews, 5 Ross contends that we review because we dare to participate in an 'academic ritual' and because we have viewpoints to offer, judgements to mete, insights to share. We understand the risks, the power at play, the reputations on the line. And we may be tempted to outshine the work being reviewed with our brilliance and wit. Scholarly reviewing is thus an intellectual activity that is simultaneously an intimate one: the reader steps into the author's world and attempts, first, to understand and, second, to present another's ideas with sensitivity and care. Readers of reviews, after all, pass judgment twice: they assess the assessor as well as the work being assessed. Ultimately, what Shatz dislikes about book reviews-their lack of accountability by not having undergone peer review-is offset by the fact that, unlike most other forms of peer review, scholarly reviews of published works are signed, not anonymous.
Book Reviews as Windows into a Field of Praxis
Journal of Scholarly Publishing co-editor Robert Brown, in his essay, surveys coverage of book reviews as a subject in this journal to date. Although some contributions offer scholarly analyses, Brown finds that the purpose of most articles on the matter is to offer advice or suggestions to would-be reviewers. In addressing why the Journal of Scholarly Publishing publishes book reviews, Brown describes the meta nature of the journal and the symbolic sensibility behind soliciting and publishing reviews of germane works issued by scholarly presses: doing so supports the broader enterprise. Like Stahl, who does not seek a quick return with scholarly reviews, Brown emphasises how the review venture contributes to the goal of advancing knowledge.
Connecting and Illuminating through Book Reviews As a long-time reviewer myself, why do I write book reviews? Let me propose yet another perspective. Like Perry, I began writing reviews as a graduate student, submitting forty reviews and review essays of a total of sixty-two books before completing my PhD in 2011. (Yes, I was in graduate school for longer than necessary-but not because I was distracting myself with book reviews.) These reviews appeared in nine journals across a variety of fields. 6 My tally now stands at seventy-seven reviews of 103 titles, with several more books in the queue, including some forthcoming works. All told, I've written nearly 150,000 words in reviews alone: the length, I realise, of a not unsubstantial monograph. Could I have made a more lasting contribution by having channelled my energies into researching and writing a book? Perhaps. But I've reviewed enough books to know that the 'contribution' factor is hit or miss. Before daring to write a book, rule number one is that you must have something worthwhile to offer. Before daring to write a book review, rule number one is that you must have confidence in your ability to comment intelligently, fairly, and respectfully about what someone else (and his or her publisher) deemed worthwhile to offer.
What I love about reviewing, then, is that the canvas is provided by way of the book at hand: my role is (merely) to frame, to comment, to assess. Reviewing commands a different sort of creativity-one that is more responsive or reflective than generative. I do not envision myself as a critic, yet I clearly have 'certain temperaments and proclivities' that express themselves in my reviews. 7 And reviewing fits into the rhythm of my life: it is a curious hobby that I must confine to nights, weekends, holidays. In that regard, I propose scholarly reviewing as an ideal activity for individuals who intentionally find themselves in so-called alt-ac positions: jobs inside or outside higher education that are effectively anything other than tenure-track faculty positions. Intentionality is important here, since no one desiring a tenure-track job will be able to write him-or herself into such a position by virtue of scholarly reviews alone. Does that acknowledgement trivialise the review as an academic genre? No-especially not review essays, which, when done well, are contributions to scholarship in their own right: they expose the 'hard ideas' of important scholarly works that define both intellectual fields and cultures. 8 Indeed, one view that does not arise in the essays that follow is the tired complaint that reviews aren't 'worth' anything on an academic CV. True, I don't 'need' the publications (or any publication, for that matter) for my present career, but I can honour my academic training by remaining connected with the intellectual conversation, even if just from the editorial sidelines. As an avid reviewer, I naturally appreciate both the idea that book reviews are a useful service to the profession and the corollary that book reviews matter. If nothing else, they say to an author, 'Look: I read your book! And the feelings I have about it justify the time I spent writing this review. ' Reviews thus respectfully acknowledge the labour of the scholarly process and the textually mediated, 'indissoluble connection' of the writer-reader dyad. 9 Another point not addressed in the essays that follow-four perspectives are not legion-is the potential effect of one's academic discipline on the production and consumption of scholarly reviews. I was inspired by the thoughts of Krishnendu Ray, chair of the Department of Nutrition and Food Studies at New York University, on the necessity of scholarly book reviews in interdisciplinary fields such as food studies: 'book reviews illuminate paths taken, so as to illuminate the paths waiting to be explored. ' As 'efficient little guides, ' they 'are absolute necessities to locate a piece of research along axes that cannot all be mastered by any single author. ' Indeed, Ray explained to me, a well-written review allows him 'to take stock of a subject and connect an apparently contained text to those that came before it and those adjacent to it-to map the knowable world. ' 10 For interdisciplinary scholars, book reviews can thus be catalysts of association, connection, and transformation: three intellectual actions that drive the advancement of knowledge.
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Should I add, too, that I usually find reviews fun to write? 12 Both Perry and Ross, in their essays, portray an 'etiquette' of scholarly reviewing; I prefer just to be honest in my assessments, not constrained by convention. When I dive into a new book-or even when I uncover a potentially scintillating forthcoming title-I feel like an amateur lepidopterist: How will I classify the new work at hand? What are its distinguishing features, its points of merit? Where will I be surprised, delighted, transformed, enlightened . . . disappointed? That I know I have reviewed books published by sixty-eight different presses-yes, I keep a list-suggests an obsession with taxonomy: another similarity I share with the aurelian. 13 In short, reviews matter. I invite you to read on and explore the various perspectives presented in the essays by Stahl, Perry, Ross, and Brown. Then take a fresh look at reviews that speak to your own field or professional interests. If you have never written a scholarly review, try your hand at one. You'll be contributing to the scholarly ecosystem and helping another's ideas take wing. For advice on how to write effective scholarly book reviews-not the purpose of this special section-the works cited in Brown's essay afford a wealth of suggestions. 
